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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to Thinking Thursday. Today we are going to cover how to identify whole grain rich foods using the rule of three in the CACFP.For chat box: Handout used for presentation: Identifying Whole Grain-Rich Foods For the CACFP | Food and Nutrition Service (usda.gov)



WELCOME TO 
THINKING 

THURSDAY! 

Housekeeping:

• Participants are muted

• Enter any questions into 
the Q&A

• Certificate will be 
emailed to you

• Thank you for your 
cooperation!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to our Thinking Thursdays Zoom webinar. I am Melissa Lonsberry, MS RDN, Consultant for CACFP. I also have several other CACFP Staff members here on the call. We are happy you are here to learn with us today.Some quick housekeeping : All participants are muted for this presentation. If you look down at the bottom of the presentation you will see a chat box and a Q&A box. Please enter any questions in the Q&A and not in the chat box. This helps us moderate your questions and answer them easier during the presentation and at the end. Otherwise, your question may get lost in the chat box as people interact. Questions will be answered either by my co-hosts along the way or live at the end of the session if we have time. If we run out of time, we can follow up with you by email after the session. This session is being recorded and will be posted on our website under Trainings, along with the power point slides and notes for you to reference later. Training Certificates will be sent to participants via email after the presentation. 



WEBINAR TAKEAWAYS

• What is Whole Grain Rich (WGR)
• How to use the Team Nutrition “Identifying Whole-Grain 

Rich Foods for the CACFP Using the Ingredient List” 
Worksheet

• How to identify creditable, non-creditable grains, and grain 
derivatives

• How to read an ingredients list for grain food items
• Other Resources

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today we want you to walk away knowing these important points:What is Whole Grain Rich (WGR)How to use the Team Nutrition “Identifying Whole-Grain Rich Foods for the CACFP Using the Ingredient List” WorksheetHow to identify creditable, non-creditable grains and grain derivativesHow to read an ingredients listKnow about other resources availableNow let’s get started with a poll (next slide)



WHO IS 
HERE 

TODAY?

• Childcare center

• Family childcare home

• At-risk afterschool care 
center

• Adult day care center

• Sponsoring organization

• Emergency shelter

• School food authority 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Poll SlideBefore we discuss the rule of three, We want to know who has joined us today. Let us know who you work for by selecting one of the options on our poll.Do you work for a : (launch poll)a childcare center, a family childcare home, an at-risk afterschool care center, An adult day services centera sponsoring organization,an emergency shelter, a school food authority Display the results and briefly discuss “It looks like we have …… in our audience today. Thank you for joining us today. Remember to type any questions in the Q&A box. 



KEY TERMS TO KNOW 
ABOUT WHOLE GRAINS 

• Whole grains are minimally processed and 
contain the bran, germ, & the endosperm 

• Refined grains are milled grains
• Processed to remove the bran & germ
• Loss of some key nutrients & fiber

• Enriched grains are refined grains that 
undergo additional processing where 
nutrients are added back to the grain

• Only foods made with 100% whole grains are 
considered a whole grain food.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As a refresher, I am going to start with key terms to know about grain foods. A grain is a small, hard, dry seed – with or without an attached hull or fruit layer – harvested for human or animal consumption. Any food made from wheat, rice, oats, cornmeal, barley, or another cereal grain is a grain product. Bread, pasta, breakfast cereals, grits, tortillas popcorn, are also included in the Grains Group.A whole grain contain the bran, germ, & the endosperm. Whole grains are nutrition-packed rockstars. Much of the rich nutrient profile needed to grow a plant is stripped away during milling/processing.Refined grains have been milled, a process that removes the bran and germ. This is done to give grains a finer texture and improve their shelf life, but it also removes dietary fiber, iron, and many B vitamins (Thiamin, Riboflavin, Niacin & folic acid), Some examples of refined grain products are white flour, corn grits, white bread, and white riceRefined grain choices should be enriched, but not all are. This means certain B vitamins (thiamin, riboflavin, niacin, folic acid) and iron are added back after processing. Fiber is not added back to enriched grains. Check the ingredient list on refined grain products to make sure that the word "enriched" is included in the grain name. Some food products are made from mixtures of whole grains and refined grains. Only foods that are made with 100% whole grains are considered a whole grain food.



WHOLE GRAIN RICH (WGR) 
DEFINED AND WGR 

REQUIREMENT

• At least half of the grains are whole 
grain and remaining grains are 
whole grain, enriched, bran, or 
germ

• One grain serving per day must be 
whole grain rich (WGR)

• Not required for infants, but a best 
practice, to serve WGR as 
developmentally appropriate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, what is a whole grain rich food? Let’s begin with a definition from USDA on what makes a Whole Grain Rich food item. Whole grain rich (WGR) means that at least half of the grains in a food are whole grain and the remaining grain ingredients are whole grain, enriched grain, bran or germ. In the CACFP meal pattern requirements, at least one WGR item must be served per day. So, if you serve breakfast, lunch and a pm snack, you need to include a WGR item at one meal service time. Best practice would be to serve more that one WG/WGR item per day.The WGR requirement does not apply to the infant meal pattern (ages 0 through 11 months). Serving a wgr food to infants as developmentally appropriate, is a best practice, however, as early exposure helps build positive food preferences. 



IDENTIFYING WHOLE GRAIN 
RICH FOODS FOR THE CACFP

• Tool to identify WGR Foods

• Identifying Whole Grain-Rich 
Foods for the CACFP | Food and 
Nutrition Service (usda.gov)

• Guidance: CACFP 01-2018 Grain 
Requirements in CACFP Q&A

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are going to use this Team Nutrition worksheet to identify WGR for your program.This guide has been developed by TN to assist program operators in the CACFP to select WGR items during their menu planning. It is available in English and Spanish and is free to download. If you don’t have the handout, just follow along with the information on the screen.This handout can be found at Identifying Whole Grain-Rich Foods For the CACFP | Food and Nutrition Service (usda.gov)Guidance CACFP01-2018 Grain Requirements in CACFP Q&A (michigan.gov)

https://www.fns.usda.gov/tn/identifying-whole-grain-rich-foods-cacfp
https://www.michigan.gov/mde/-/media/Project/Websites/mde/Year/2017/10/24/CACFP012018os.pdf?rev=dc3debcee0054b34abe234f7f6a98684&hash=D83ED1F850C69D811BD4E8CCB487FA6B


DISREGARDED 
INGREDIENTS

TN Handout 
Page 6

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before we dig in, I am going to quickly go over the different grain lists included in the TN worksheet. The lists included in this handout are great to help you in making your WGR determinations and selections. The Disregarded Ingredient list is found on page 6 and you can see it on the slide. These ingredients are primarily grain derived ingredients that are not taken into consideration when determining an item’s WGR status as they are typically additives, fillers or stabilizers and/or are in the item in smaller amounts (as indicated by the “contains 2% or less of”).  They do not provide much, if anything, towards the nutrient properties of the food as a whole. Water is also included on this list, even if it is the first ingredient by weight, as it is not a grain product. Even though water does not provide any nutrients or calories, it is an ingredient used in the making of a product and has to be included on the product label. Water is a “heavy” ingredient and will typically be near the beginning of an ingredient list. 



WHOLE 
GRAIN 

LIST
PAGE 5

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The TN Worksheet contains a great list of whole grains on page 5. Use this list to become familiar with whole grains and to help you make your WGR item selection process easier. As we mentioned earlier, Whole grains are grains and flours that have been minimally processed and retain their bran and germ. These are the most nutritious parts of a grain kernel and therefore, wg foods typically have a higher nutritional profile and contain mor dietary fiber profile than more processed grains. This list is a great reference. You could take a picture of it to have on your phone or have the hand out nearby on your desk when menu planning. After a time, you will know these by heart and be able to make quick determinations while building your menus and shopping.



ENRICHED GRAINS 
HANDOUT PAGE 6

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Enriched Grains list is found on page 6 of the TN Worksheet. Enriched grains are grains that have been processed, usually to make them more shelf stable, but had the nutrients that were stripped “added back” to “enrich” the flour to make it more nutritious. Enriched simply means the vitamins/minerals were originally there but added back at the same level or even more. Other vitamins and minerals that were not there in nature could also be added in, too, as part of the enrichment process. Enriched grains are less nutritious grains than whole grains that are primarily used as they are more shelf stable, less expensive and/or have some other quality that manufacturers or customers like. (white in color, bland, soft, mushy, uniform texture)In addition to the ingredients listed on page 6 (and also on the slide), if the ingredient list states or includes the nutrients used to enrich the flour, then your product has enriched grains. For example, an ingredient list might read: “Durum flour (niacin, iron, riboflavin, folic acid, thiamin).” The nutrients listed in the parenthesis indicate that the durum flour is enriched. 



BRAN & GERM
HANDOUT PAGE 6

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the CACFP, Bran or Germ can be used to meet the enriched grain requirements in Child Nutrition Programs. Brans and Germs are typically what is removed in the processing of grains, but are “sold separately” as they are healthy add ins. Bran and germ are rich in nutrients and oils. These oils can become rancid quickly, thereby reducing the product’s shelf stableness. This is why they are removed during processing. 



TN Handout page 6

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The non-creditable grains and flours list is also found on page 6 of the TN Worksheet. These non creditable ingredients are highly processed grains that have been stripped of their nutritive bran and germ and are not enriched to restore the nutrients taken away or some are not grains or flour at all at all such as potato or other vegetable/legume flours. These do not count towards the grain requirement as they do not meet the nutrition standard requirements for grains. An important fact to note is that these non creditable grains/flours CANNOT be one of the first three ingredients for a WGR food item when using the Rule of Three. Please note that: 1. This is not an exhaustive list and therefore may not contain all possible grains that do not credit in the CACFP. 2. Typically, these are grains that DO NOT include the word “whole” or “enriched” in the ingredient description. 3. Please note, although legume, potato, tapioca, and nut flours are not grains, they are to be counted along with the non-creditable grains in the CACFP.If you see a lot of these in a grain product, consider saying “thank you, next” as a more nutritious option is out there. 



TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

• Non-creditable grains or flours are grains 
that are not enriched or are made from 
vegetables

• True or False

• If a non-creditable grain is listed in the first 
three grain ingredients, the item is not a 
WGR item

• True or False

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Poll slide: Let’s test your knowledge with a couple questions. (launch poll)Non creditable grains or flours are grains that are not enriched or are made from vegetablesTrue or FalseIf a non creditable grains is listed in the first three grain ingredients, the item is not a WGR itemTrue or FalseGive time to select answers. End poll and display answers. Go to next slide to see answers to poll. 



TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
ANSWER

• Non creditable grains or flours are 
grains that are not enriched or are 
made from vegetables

• True
• If a non creditable grain is listed in 

the first three grain ingredients, the 
item is not a WGR item

• True

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Non creditable grains or flours are grains that are not enriched or are made from vegetablesThis is True. If a non creditable grains is listed in the first three grain ingredients, the item is not a WGR item. This is also True. We will discuss more about the rule of three in this presentation.



RULE OF THREE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the CACFP, you can identify grain foods that are whole grain-rich by looking at the first three grain ingredients that appear on the ingredient list. This method of evaluating a grain food is known as the Rule of Three. If the ingredient list does not include three grain ingredients, you only have to look at the grain ingredients that are present. Some whole grain-rich foods may have only one grain ingredient and that is ok! That is why “100 %,. whole” is the easiest and best!The TN worksheet has identified a 5 step process to use the Rule of Three. We will go over these 5 steps for grain food items like bread and for cereals. 



STEP 1: 
FIND THE 

INGREDIENTS 
LIST

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Step 1 is fairly simple. Find the product’s ingredient list!We are going to start the WGR evaluation process by looking at ingredient lists for example grain items. The two examples on the screen are for a loaf of bread and for a pizza. Pizza is a combination food. Both ingredient list examples can also be found on the TN handout on page 1.For a grain item like bread, you would look at the full ingredient list (Presenter: click for animation)For a grain item like pizza, (Presenter: click for animation) you would look at the ingredients for the crust only to determine if the crust if the grain components of the crust are whole grain rich.



STEP 2: SIMPLIFY THE INGREDIENT LIST!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Step 2 is also pretty easy. On the right side of the you can see the list of “disregarded ingredients” that we discussed earlier shown on page 2 of the TN Worksheet. As we do not consider these ingredients in our WGR evaluation, it is helpful to cross them off in your head or on the label at the beginning.  On the right you can see the disregard ingredients are crossed off. On to Step 3. 



STEP 3: 
LOOK AT 

THE FIRST 
GRAIN 

INGREDIENT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Step 3 is where we get down to work. Now look for the first grain ingredient in the ingredient list. If you have a combination food, like a pizza, look at the part of the ingredient list that refers to the grain product. For pizza, grains typically are found in the pizza’s crust. The first ingredient in the crust is WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR. This item is already looking promising! We can go on to step 4, which is discussed on page 4 of the TN handout.



STEP 4: LOOK AT THE 
SECOND GRAIN 

INGREDIENT

Does product have a second 
grain?

• No – WGR item!

• Yes - then ask:

Is the second grain: 

• A whole grain?

• An enriched grain?

• Bran or germ?

• If Yes, we go to Step 6

• If NO, it is not WGR under 
Rule of 3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Poll SlideOn to step four where we now look to see if the pizza crust has a second grain ingredient. If the item did not have a second grain ingredient after w/w flour, you could stop there and you would have a WGR item for your menu.As you can see on the screen, there is a second grain ingredient listed. Enriched wheat flour is listed second after w/w flour. So now you as yourself (poll)Is the second grain a WG? An Enriched Grain, Bran or germ? Take a second and select the option you think is correct. Stop poll, display results.Discuss poll results. If you selected enriched grain, you were correct. So as the answer is Yes, we go on to Step 5. If No, it is not a WGR item under the Rule of Three and you would need a CN Label or PFS from the manufacturer if you wanted to prove it was in fact a WGR item. As the second grain is an enriched grain, we go onward to Step 5. 



STEP 5: LOOK FOR 
THIRD GRAIN 
INGREDIENT

• If the third ingredient 
a whole grain, 
enriched or bran or 
germ?

• If yes, then the food is 
WGR!

This crust is WGR!

# 3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Step 5: Look for a third grain ingredient. Is there one? (click)If so, is the third grain ingredient whole-grain, enriched, or bran or germ? Make sure the third grain ingredient is not listed on the “Non-Creditable Grains or Flours” chart. If the third grain ingredient is whole-grain, enriched, or bran or germ, then this food is whole grain-rich! (click)For this pizza example, the third grain ingredient is “wheat bran,” which is a type of bran and meets our ingredient criteria for a WGR item . In summary, this pizza crust is considered whole grain-rich because the first ingredient is whole-grain, the second grain ingredient is enriched, and the third ingredient is a type of bran. If the third ingredient had been a non creditable flour or grain, then the item would NOT be creditable as your WGR item using the Rule of 3 method of evaluation.



STEPS 1 - 3:
IS THE FIRST 

INGREDIENT A 
WHOLE GRAIN 
INGREDIENT?

NO

• This food is NOT creditable as a 
WGR food item using the Rule of 
Three

First ingredient is NOT a WG

• CN Label?
• Product Formulation Statement 

(PFS)?

OTHER OPTIONS:

Credit as an enriched product 
instead

Find a similar product with a 
WGR listed as first ingredient

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Okay, we are going to go back to Step three and discuss what happens on the flip side if the first ingredient IS NOT a whole grain. Start at the beginning of our steps and ask the following question: Is the first ingredient (or second after water) a whole grain or whole grain flour (see page 5 for a list of WG options)? If you answer NO, the first ingredient is not a whole grain or flour, then you cannot use the Rule of 3 to determine the item to be WGR.  If the product is a mix of grains, some of which are whole grain, the only way you could determine this is a WGR is to obtain a Child Nutrition Label (CN label) or a Product Formulations Statement from the manufacturer that provides specific information for the product– but we are not discussing these methods of evaluation today). TBH, it is probably just easier to find another similar item that is WGR than to request a CN label or PFS from the product’s manufacturer, especially if you are buying “off the shelf”. You could still use the product if it qualifies as an enriched grain (more on that later) and use another WGR food item for your one item or find another similar item that IS WGR. 



FLOUR BLENDS

• Treat flour blends as one
ingredient when applying the Rule 
of Three

• If the first grain ingredient is a 
flour blend, all the ingredients in 
the flour blend must be whole-
grain for the item to be WGR

• Look at each grain within the 
blend to determine if blend is WG 
as a whole ingredient.

• This flour blend is WGR!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now let's move on to another type of ingredient you will encounter. You may see an ingredient list that includes a flour blend as an ingredient. The this is discussed on page 4 of the handout. Treat flour blends as one grain ingredient when applying the Rule of Three.If the first ingredient is a flour blend, all the ingredients in the flour blend must be whole-grain for the item to be WGR. The flour blend example on the screen lists w/w flour, brown rice flour and wg oat flour as making up the flour blend. All these flours are whole grain, so this flour blend is WGR as the first grain ingredient. You can now proceed with the Rule of 3 by examining the second and third grain ingredients as described on pages 2 and 3.If the flour blend includes any non-creditable flours or grains, then the flour blend is not a creditable grain ingredient.



FLOUR BLENDS, CONT.

• Look at sub ingredients within the second 
flour blend

• Remember: Second flour blend is the 
second grain ingredient

• This blend must be made up of WG, 
enriched/fortified bran and/or germ

• This flour blend is not completely WG, 
but is made up of WG and enriched flours

• This product is WGR!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The ingredient list for the example item on the slide has two flour blends. We already determined that the first ingredient, whole grain flour, was a WG ingredient. Using the Rule of three means we now move on to the second ingredient, Flour Blend. Find the first ingredient on the ingredient list for the second flour blendIf the flour blend is the second or third grain ingredient, then the flour blend may be made up of whole grains, enriched grains, bran, and/or germ. Because the first ingredient was, a whole grain flour blend, and the second flour blend did not contain any non creditable flours or grains, this item would be considered WGR. 



NON-CREDITABLE FLOUR BLEND 
EXAMPLE

• If the flour blend includes 
any non-creditable flours or 
grains, the flour blend is 
not a creditable grain 
ingredient

• This flour blend includes 
two non-creditable flours 
(durum flour and 
bromated flour), so the 
flour blend is not a 
creditable grain ingredient

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If the flour blend includes any non-creditable flours or grains, then the flour blend is not a creditable grain ingredientThis flour blend includes two non-creditable flours (durum flour and bromated flour), so the flour blend is not a creditable grain ingredient. This product does not contain a lot of nutrition, so another product would be a better choice for a growing child or maintain the health of a senior. 



STEP 1: 
IDENTIFYING WGR BREAKFAST 
CEREALS

• For Ready to Eat (RTE) cereals 

• First ingredient is a WG

• Go to step 2

• If first ingredient is not WGR

• Not WGR under Rule of 3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Determining WGR in RTE cereals using the Rule of Three is a little different than other grain food items like bread and pasta.  Step 1 for cereals is to look at the first grain ingredient. If the first ingredient is a WG, then you can go on to Step 2.If the ingredient is NOT a WG, then the cereal is not a WGR option under the rule of 3. Like other grain items, you would need a CN Label or a Product formulation statement from the manufacturer providing detailed specifics on the amount of WG ingredients in the product. The example shown on the slide shows that the first ingredient is WG oat flour. So, we are clear to go to the next evaluation step to determine if this is a WGR cereal. 



STEP 2: 
IDENTIFYING WGR BREAKFAST CEREALS -
IS IT FORTIFIED? 

• Look for fortification!
• Vitamins and minerals listed?

• If yes, WGR!
• You can stop evaluation if 

within sugar limit

• If not fortified, but has a 
WG as the first ingredient
• See next example

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Step 2 for ready to eat cereals is to look to see the cereal is fortified. Look for the words “fortified” on the food package. If it doesn’t say fortified, you can also look at the ingredient list to see if it lists any vitamins and minerals that have been added to the product. Cereals that are not fortified would not have any added vitamins and minerals.The first ingredient is “whole grain oat flour,” which is a whole-grain ingredient. The presence of “Vitamins and Minerals” on the ingredient list indicates that this cereal is fortified. This breakfast cereal is whole grain-rich because the first ingredient is whole-grain and the cereal is fortified! You can stop 



STEP 2: 
READY TO EAT 
(RTE)
CEREAL 
NON-
FORTIFICATION 
EXAMPLE

• First Ingredient a  WG? Yes!
• If yes, is it fortified? NO

• If No – Use the Rule of Three!
• Look at the second grain ingredient:  

• Wheat Bran

• WG? Yes

• Third ingredient: oat fiber (non creditable)

• NOT WGR food option

• Not creditable as a WGR item*

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenters: Poll Slide with animationFor this second example, The first ingredient is “whole grain wheat,” which is a whole-grain ingredient. 2. This food is not fortified. There are no vitamins and minerals on the ingredient list. We have to use the Rule of Three to determine if product is a WGR item.So, since the item is not fortified, we will look at the second and third grain ingredients to see if the cereal is whole grain-rich and containing nutrients naturally present in the grain. The second grain is Wheat Bran. Wheat brain is considered a WG in the CACFP. So we look for a third ingredient. Oat fiber is listed as the first ingredient. (Launch poll)Poll:Is oat fiber a creditable grain?Is this cereal WGR using the Rule of Three? (click for answer)Poll answer:4. The third grain ingredient is oat fiber, which is a non-creditable ingredient. ✗ This breakfast cereal is not whole grain-rich using the Rule of Three because the third grain ingredient is a non-creditable ingredient. Because the first ingredient was whole grain, you could still serve this item as an enriched item, or find another cereal that is made from whole grain and fortified as a better choice.



TRY IT OUT! 
CRACKER

• Is this cracker creditable as WGR?

• First ingredient WG? 

• Yes

• Second Ingredient WG, Enriched grain, bran or germ? 

• Yes, enriched rye flour

• Third Ingredient WG, Enriched grain, bran or germ?

• Yes, cracked wheat is a WG

• Cracker is WGR!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Try it Out!Looking at the ingredient list on the slide (and on page 5 of TN Handout) Is this cracker creditable as WGR using the Rule of Three? (click)First ingredient WG? Yes - Second Ingredient WG, Enriched grain, bran or germ? (Click)Yes, enriched rye flourThird Ingredient WG, Enriched grain, bran or germ? (click)Yes, cracked wheat is a WG (CLICK)Cracker is WGR!



TRY IT OUT!
BREAD

• Is this bread creditable as WGR?
• First ingredient WG? 

• No – enriched flour blend
• Bread is not WGR

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Try it Out!Looking at the ingredient list on the slide (and on page 5 of TN Handout) Is this bread creditable as WGR using the Rule of Three? (CLICK)The first ingredient in this bread is a flour blend that contains enriched flour. (Click)If the first ingredient is a flour blend, all the grain ingredients in the flour blend must be whole-grain. Enriched flour is not a whole-grain ingredient. (CLICK)The Bread is not WGR. You could serve it as an enriched grain. 



TRY IT OUT! RTE CEREAL

• Is this RTE Cereal creditable as a 
WGR?
• First ingredient WG? 

• Yes – WG Corn
• Is it Fortified?

• Yes –Vitamins and minerals are 
listed

• Cereal is WGR!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Try it Out! (Animation)Looking at the ingredient list on the slide (and on page 5 of TN Handout) Is this RTE Cereal  creditable as WGR using the Rule of Three? Yes, the first ingredient in this cereal is WG corn. (CLICK)Is the Cereal fortified? (CLICK)Yes! Vitamins and minerals are listed.(Click) the cereal is WGR!



WGR RESOURCES

• CACFP Meal Pattern Training 
Worksheets | Food and Nutrition 
Service (usda.gov)

• Crediting Handbook for CACFP | 
Food and Nutrition Service 
(usda.gov)

• Meal Patterns - National CACFP 
Sponsors Association

• Brighton Training:  All Aboard the 
Whole Grain Express Michigan 
Department of Education | Bright 
Track – Michigan Department of 
Education | Bright Track 
(misponsortraining.com)

Nutrition Standards for 
CACFP Meals and Snacks | 
Food and Nutrition Service 
(usda.gov)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On the slide are a few available resources available for additional free training materials/courses for WGR.  The TN worksheets are available in English and Spanish for download from the link shown (chat) CACFP Meal Pattern Training Worksheets | Food and Nutrition Service (usda.gov)The USDA CACFP Crediting Handbook is also good information in the Grains Chapter and the appendices. The National CACFP Sponsors Association has information related to the CACFP Meal Pattern on it’s website. There is an entire section devoted to Grains.MDE Brighton Online Training has a module dedicated to whole grains. You can find it at the link on the page and from our MDE CACFP website under the Training “Button”. 

https://www.fns.usda.gov/tn/meal-pattern-training-worksheets-cacfp
https://www.fns.usda.gov/tn/crediting-handbook-child-and-adult-care-food-program
https://www.cacfp.org/meal-patterns/
https://misponsortraining.com/
https://www.fns.usda.gov/cacfp/meals-and-snacks


MICHIGAN WIC FOOD GUIDE 

• WIC-Food-Guide-
English.pdf (michigan.gov)

• WG Breads, tortillas, buns, 
pasta

• *Not all cereals shown are 
WGR – look for the wheat 

symbol 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Michigan WIC Food Guide is a great visual reference to find locally available food products sold at stores found in Michigan. WIC-Food-Guide-English.pdf (michigan.gov)The WIC Food Guide is available in English, Spanish and Arabic. If you live close to a Michigan border, you can also use WIC food Guides from adjacent states to find products found in local stores.The WIC guide shows, WG breads, tortillas, pasta, buns and both cold and hot cereals.  Remember that dessert flavored grains do not credit in the CACFP, but may be included in the WIC guide cereals. Choose options that are not dessert flavored to help children to develop less sweet preferences at young ages. Chances are, they get enough sweet treats when not in your care. Please also note that all RTE/cold cereals listed in the guide are not WGR as that is not a requirement for WIC. Only the ones with a yellow wheat symbol are WGR, so make sure that the cereal has a grain symbol if you wan to serve it as a WGR option. All cereals listed however, meet the sugar limit maximum of no more than 6 g sugar per dry ounce.

https://www.michigan.gov/mdhhs/-/media/Project/Websites/mdhhs/Assistance-Programs/WIC-Media/WIC-Food-Guide-English.pdf?rev=03b5d70caa554588825de48a5dd8cc2b&hash=A7B2AA7F1305EF18B9A95FFC6BCE82BC


NEXT 
THINKING 

THURSDAYS

• October 27, 2022
• 2 pm!
• Topic: Back to

Normal
Operations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our next Thinking Thursday is October 27, 2022 at 2 pm. The topic is back to normal operations related to the CACFP related to the meal pattern and supporting documents. We hope you join us.



Michigan Department of Education
Child and Adult Care Food Program

Street: 608 W. Allegan St. Lansing, Michigan 48933
Mailing: P.O. Box 30008, Lansing, MI 48909

Phone: 517-241-5353
Fax: 517-241-5376

NEW CACFP Email: MDE-CACFP@michigan.gov
Training Certificate provided via email 

Presenter: Melissa Lonsberry, MS RDN
Best contact method: Lonsberrym@michigan.gov

This institution is an equal opportunity provider.
For the full Non-Discrimination statement, see the CACFP website at 
www.michigan.gov/CACFP

Food is kindness –
pass it forward. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our general contact information is shown on the screen. Please note we have a new unit email address shown in red. Our next webinar will be October, 2022 and be on. Registration information will be sent out. Be sure to register. Address q&a if time.  Remember, food is kindness. Pass it on.Michigan Department of EducationChild and Adult Care Food ProgramStreet: 608 W. Allegan St. Lansing, Michigan 48933�Mailing: P.O. Box 30008, Lansing, MI 48909�Phone: 517-241-5353    Fax: 517-241-5376     NEW Email: MDE-CACFP@michigan.gov; Certificates are provided via email for today’s presentation. My email is also on the screen if you need to reach me: Lonsberrym@michigan.govThis institution is an equal opportunity provider.  For the full Non-Discrimination statement, see the CACFP website at www.michigan.gov/CACFP.
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